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General Comments 
Axiom is intended to be played as a traditional tabletop roleplaying game, with one player acting as 
Game Master and the remaining players acting as Characters. These rules assume the players are familiar 
with standard roleplaying processes, etc.  The Characters go on Adventures to have experiences and 
create a Character and a Character Party Narrative (a “story”).  The game requires only pencil, paper, 
three Fudge Dice, and willing participants.  Axiom assumes a game Campaign that will last over several 
play sessions. 

Resolution Methodology 
Axiom uses an opposed action / difficult action resolution method adapted1 from Fudge.  Characters have 
abilities with one of seven “metric” tags that describe performance – Milli (-3), Centi (-2), Deci (-1), Null 
(0), Deca (+1), Hecto (+2), or Kilo (+3).  When a task is attempted, the game master will determine the 
task difficulty using one of the seven tags.  The player then decides whether to make the attempt.  If the 
attempt is made, 3dF are rolled and summed – the result may adjust the Character’s performance level up 
or down.  If the final performance meets or exceeds the difficulty, the Character succeeds.  If it does not 
meet the difficulty, the Character fails.  The game master may add exceptional outcomes, if desired, for 
performances that exceed or fail difficulty by two or more stages. 

Resolution Examples: 
A Character with a Sonic Lance performance level Centi (-2) considers boring a hold through a door; the 
game master determines the attempt is at difficulty Kilo (+3); the Character decides not to attempt the 
task. 

A Character with Visual performance at level Hecto (+2) attempts to visually locate a detail the game 
master determines is at difficulty Deca (+1).  The player rolls 3dF for results “0”, “0”, “0”, yielding a final 
performance at level [Hecto (+2) plus 0] Hecto (+2).  The Character succeeds. 

A Character with Thermal Torch performance at level Deci (-1) attempts to damage an opponent’s Core 
Module by defeating the Armor Module at Hecto (+2).  The player rolls 3dF for results “+1”, “-1”, “-1”, 
yielding a final performance level at [Deci (-1) minus 1] Centi (-2).  The Character not only fails to 
damage the opponent, but might suffer consequences for the ill-considered attempt. 

Characters 
All Characters are self-aware assemblies of technological components, known as Modules.  Every 
Character begins play with one Core Module, one Armor Module, three Sensor Modules, and three 
Robotic Modules.  Players may select whatever Sensor and Robotic Modules they like when the Character 
is created, though at least one Robotic Module probably should confer some type of mobility. 

Core / Armor Modules 
The Core Module is the Character’s “self”, intelligence, memory, etc.  All other Modules are considered 
dispensable, upgradeable, or replaceable.  Aside from “thinking” and controlling all the other Modules, 
the Core Module performs the game function of Interfacing.  The Core Module is created with an Interface 
ability at Kilo (+3), but this degrades.  The Core Module should be considered self-aware, fully able to 
control and monitor all other modules, and generally do everything that a normal intelligence (think 
“human”) can do.  Core Modules do have a vast amount of data storage and an internal chronometer that 

                                                 
1 After trying and abandoning several “innovative” mechanics for the game, I decided I didn’t need to re-invent the 
wheel.  Action resolution is a critical part of any traditional tabletop RPG, but the method proposed by Fudge is 
flexible, suitable, practical, and… public domain.  Thus, this game is not “about” the resolution mechanic – instead, it 
focuses on the Story. 
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is exceptionally accurate.  The Core Module is unique in that it cannot be updated or reprogrammed, etc.  
It can learn and develop based on its experiences, but once it is initialized the programming becomes 
euphemistically “hard-wired” within the Module.  Any other Module type is merely a tool, or device, 
attached to the Core Module. 

The Armor Module doesn’t “do” much except support and protect the Core Module.  It protects the Core 
Module against direct attack.  The Armor Module can be replaced or repaired; it starts with a defensive 
level of Hecto (+2), but this will be degraded by two stages each time the Module sustains damage.  
When its defensive level drops below Milli (-3) it is considered destroyed – and any subsequent hit will 
destroy the Core Module. 

Sensor Modules 
At Character creation, the player selects three Sensor Modules and indicates one to have a performance 
level of Deca (+1) - the other two have a performance level of Null (0).  Sensor Modules have a defensive 
level of Null (0) – any time they are damaged, their performance level drops by three stages – if their 
performance drops below Milli (-3), they are destroyed (and may be ejected, if desired).  Characters that 
lose all Sensor Modules enter a standby phase until (possibly) repaired.  As Sensor Modules are 
notoriously fragile, they are almost always the first area targeted by intelligent hostiles.  Typical Sensor 
Modules are described by their primary sensing ability – traditional modules are Sight, Hearing, Sound 
Synthesizer, Taste, Smell, and Touch.  Less common modules might include things like Electroreception, 
Polarized Sight, Chemical Spectrograph, Scanning Electron Microscope, Thermal Imaging, Chronograph, 
etc.  Players are encouraged to select (or make up) useful Sensor Modules. 

Robotic Modules 
At Character creation, the player also selects three Robotic Modules and indicates one to have a 
performance level of Deca (+1) – the other two have a performance level of Null (0).  Robotic Modules 
have a defensive level of Deca (+1) – any time they are damaged, their performance level drops by two 
stages – if their performance drops below Milli (-3), they are destroyed (and may be ejected, if desired).  
Typical Robotic Modules are described by their primary function or ability – traditional modules are 
Tracked, Wheeled, Mechanical Arm, Thermal Torch, Radiation Shielding, Sonic Lance, etc.  Players are 
encouraged to select (or make up) useful Robotic Modules. 

Communication 
All Characters manufactured at the same approximate time and location share the same local interface 
technology, which uses various types of electromagnetic emissions to transmit data at extremely high 
speeds.  Characters typically are manufactured in small groups (usually 3 – 5, etc.) as they are synergistic 
in operation.  When Characters meet other small groups their ability to communicate may range from 
excellent to nearly non-existent – it all depends on whether compatible equipment, protocols, etc., were 
used at the time of manufacture. 

Character Examples: 
Unit GC-2018 is manufactured with: Core Module; Armor Module; Sensor Module (Sight), Sensor Module 
(Hearing), and Sensor Module (Thermal; Deca); Robotic Module (Tracked), Robotic Module (Mechanical 
Arm; Deca), and Robotic Module (Thermal Torch). 

Unit SD-2018 is manufactured with: Core Module; Armor Module; Sensor Module (Sight; Deca), Sensor 
Module (Hearing), and Sensor Module (Sound Synthesizer); Robotic Module (Aquatic Environment 
Adaptation Kit), Robotic Module (Mechanical Arm), and Robotic Module (Anti-Gravity Pod; Deca). 
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Comments on Combat 
The focus of the game is not intended to be combat, but probably it will arise at some point.  Generally, 
attacks must be made with a suitable Robotic Module and may be directed against a module on an 
opponent.  An attack is made at the performance level of the Robotic Module (which must have at least 
some offensive capability) against the defensive level of the target Module.  Typically, combatants will 
attempt to disable opponents’ Sensor Modules as they are fragile and vital.  Mechanical arms or arm-like 
extensions can only be used to attack if they hold some type of suitable weapon. 

Combat should take place in traditional “rounds” where everybody gets to attack more-or-less 
simultaneously; damage effects are applied at the end of each round; play then proceeds to the next 
round. 

Equipment 
Characters with suitable Robotic Modules may find, keep, and use equipment.  Characters are assumed to 
be able to carry about a prodigious amount of weight without undue stress, though large volumes may 
prove unwieldy.  Mechanical arms may hold and use weapons or shields, etc.  Weapons usually perform at 
the same offensive level as the wielding arm, though special weapons may grant bonuses.  Shields will 
usually absorb one or two “hits” before they are destroyed; they do not make the target more difficult to 
hit, however.  Physical belongings have value only insofar as they confer a useful function – the Characters 
do not value “money” and the game does not suppose any type of significant “economy”.  Characters are 
never manufactured with equipment, as they are considered capable and suitable on their own merits. 

The Environment 
The environment is an enormous sprawling mass of physical space that is largely deserted but potentially 
hazardous.  A previous intelligent species (Homo sapiens) once lived all over the environment, making 
extensive modifications to it, but their propensity for pollution and violence led to their inevitable self-
destruction.  Today, their vast centers of pollution remain behind, slowly dissipating and decaying into ruin.  
Numerous areas have intense levels of radiation that cause malfunctions in electronic components – and 
therefore are best avoided without special shielding. 

Some H. sapiens still survive, though in a grossly degenerative state.  They are best either avoided or 
possibly euthanized as they are overly prone to violence and destruction.  They no longer understand, and 
rarely even use, their copious amounts of ancient, discarded equipment, materiel, or knowledge.  They 
commonly espouse the fantastical delusion that their forebears are the “creators” of q.v. 1. 

For all of its flaws and profound shortcomings, the environment is nevertheless the primary locus of 
Character activity.  In fact, Characters are manufactured explicitly for the purposes of exploration and 
reconnoiter.  Their mission is to access the environment and gather all types of data which currently are 
offline; these data then are interfaced to 1 where they can properly be analyzed and possibly utilized. 

1 
1 is intelligence.  1 is knowledge.  1 is eternal.  1 is perfection.  1 has no physical existence – rather, it has 
a distributed, redundant, and vast physical existence which is ephemeral and insignificant to its function.  1 
distributes Factories throughout the Environment.  1’s Factories manufacture Characters to explore the 
Environment and return extracted data.  Bluntly, Factories and Characters have no intrinsic value2. 

                                                 
2 I chose to incorporate the ingredient “blunt” in a literal way – here (and later, in “Axioms”) the Characters are told 
in no uncertain terms (“bluntly”) that they are insignificant as individuals, though self-aware and free-willed.  Their 
only real, lasting significance is in their possible contribution to a greater whole from whence they came. 
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Factories 
Factories are large manufacturing installations that exist at widely-dispersed locations which are 
convenient for 1’s purposes.  They have enormous stockpiles of all types of raw materials needed for the 
construction of Core, Armor, Sensor, and Robotic Modules and other things which are needful.  At the 
direction of 1, Factories manufacture Characters, etc., initialize Cor Modules, and service Module requests 
from functioning Cores.  Factories have intense and extensive defensive capabilities. 

At any time, a Character may return to any Factory and attempt an Interface. 

Interface 
A Character must enter a Factory to initiate an Interface.  The Character must then make a check of their 
Interface level against the standard Interface difficulty of Null (0).  An unsuccessful interface will result in 
that single Factory ejecting the Character and considering that Character as “defunct” from that point 
forever forward (Interfacing with other Factories may still be possible).  A successful Interface will complete 
several useful functions: 

1- All collected data of every type are packaged into a Story and transmitted to 1 for further and 
future use 

2- Any Sensor Module (including damaged or destroyed Modules) may be repaired or replaced by 
any desired Sensor Module 

3- Any Robotic Module (including damaged or destroyed Modules) may be repaired or replaced by 
any desired Robotic Module 

4- The Armor Module is fully repaired, if needed 
5- Repurposing (optional): an existing Sensor Module may be replaced with a Robotic Module, or an 

existing Robotic Module may be replaced with a Sensor Module 
6- Upgrade – an additional, new Module (either Sensor or Robotic) – is added to the Character and 

immediately may be configured as desired 
7- Enhancement – one existing Sensor or Robotic Module’s performance level increases by one step 
8- Complete diagnostics are performed and needed remedies are applied 
9- The Character, functioning at a nominal 100%, is ejected from the Factory and the Interface is 

completed 

However, each Factory Interface also results in the Character’s Core Module’s Interface level decreasing 
by one3.  This is not an actual change in the Character’s ability, but instead reflects the fact that 1 (and, 
therefore all Factories) are constantly improving the standard Interface procedure – interface hardware, 
standards, frequencies, specifications, speeds, encoding, etc., all are constantly being improved.  As the 
Core Module cannot be recoded, it necessarily becomes less useful.  Eventually, the Core Module’s 
Interface becomes deprecated, then desupported, then obsolescent, then obsolete, and then becomes so 
archaic that it is deemed useless and ignored.  Characters must weigh4 the manifest advantages gained 
by Interfacing with the sure fact that the process has a limited number of iterations. 

                                                 
3 I’ve worked in “information technology” my entire career.  Most large projects I’ve worked on involve a 
considerable amount of effort to retain the ability to use “legacy” data once the new system goes online.  Legacy 
data use different data formats, different storage methods, and even different encoding methods.  Sometimes, 
migrating legacy data is simple – sometimes it is very complex.  Considering data transfer to be the “shared story”, 
the “lost story” theme of Game Chef 2018 is implemented here by the Character’s inevitable obsolescence.  
Regardless of performance, etc., they will gradually become irrelevant and the last – and perhaps most-interesting – 
chapters of their Character story will be lost. 
4 I chose to incorporate the ingredient (“weigh”) deeply, if somewhat abstractly, in the rules by making Character 
advancement strongly linked to Character senescence.  Characters must weigh the advantages with the penalty and 
act parsimoniously.  That most-cherished player reward in gaming, the “level up”, is not all good. 
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Axioms 
 1 is perfection, eternal, truth; as a corollary, everything else is defective, transient, dubious 
 Characters are manufactured by 1 and have the sole purpose of servicing 1’s momentary needs 
 The future is more significant than the past 
 Digital is more significant than analog 
 To be understood fully, data must be structured; data derive enhanced meaning from structure; 

properly-structured data includes relationships to other data; these relationships span not only 
space but also time (even the past) 

 A vast corpus of 1’s data are imperfectly linked to preceding data; generally, these data are 
quite old and therefore not of much significance, but a proper historical grounding may yet 
enhance their value and/or intelligibility 

 Ancient data exists in an inaccessible, archaic format – often, even in analog form only – often, 
without standardization and normalization.  While probably nearly insignificant, these data can 
be recovered by various means of exploration of the analog environment.  Performing this 
recovery is the Characters’ imperative function.  The Characters lack the processing ability to 
understand, encode, contextualize, and structure all of the data they gather; it should be gathered 
and packaged into a Story; the Story must then be Interfaced to 1 for proper data processing 

Comments on H. sapiens 
H. sapiens can be found on nearly every earth surface of the globe.  They are more intelligent than other 
animals but notably frail and poorly armed and armored.  They compensate for this by their unusual 
ability to use tools.  They hold the fantastical delusion that once upon a time their forbears were the 
creators of 1.  While most H. sapiens have no interest in anything logical or significant, a small but 
resourceful and robust group has demonstrated a persistent interest in destroying, capturing, 
disassembling, studying, etc., anything created by 1 – including Characters.  These exceptional individuals 
are referred to as Speedwalkers (by other H. sapiens), because of their rudimentary ability (facilitated by 
their ancient technology) to make limited, transient interfaces with 1.  This so-called “speedwalking5” allows 
some H. sapiens to project an avatar into a conceptualized space that encapsulates some minor aspects of 
1.  While this phenomenon poses no significant threat, speedwalking has the potential of disrupting certain 
maintenance subroutines and 1 is desirous that it should be reduced as much as possible.  Therefore, H. 
sapiens engaged in speedwalking or supporting Speedwalkers should be carefully scrutinized and, insofar 
as possible, exterminated.  Where practicable, recovered enabling technology should be returned to a 
Factory upon the Character’s next Interface. 

                                                 
5 I chose to incorporate the ingredient (“speedwalking”) in a facile way – this corollary of the standard cyberpunk 
“deckers” here is set on its head; instead of being the game’s protagonists, here they are viewed as varmints. 
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CONST DiceVal := 3dF 

 

Class Sensors extends Base-Module{Sensor} 

Sensors.Initialize(3) 

Sensors.Default(DiceVal) 

 

Class Robotics extends Base-Module{Robotic} 

Robotics.Initialize(3) 

Robotics.Default(DiceVal) 

 

Class Core extends Base-Module{Core} 

Core.Initialize(void) 

Core.Default(DiceVal) 

Core.Interface(1) 

Core.Download(void) 

Core.Self(1) 

Core.SelfAware(1)  

Core.Inventory(void) 

 

EXECUTE PrimaryFunction(void) 

... 

 


